[Duration of the diagnostic process for lung cancer versus other solid tumors at the National Oncology Institute of Ecuador].
To determine the duration of the outpatient diagnostic process for lung cancer in comparison to that of other solid organ tumors/all tumors at the National Oncology Institute-Society to Fight Cancer (ION-SOLCA) of Ecuador. All patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) seen between January 1 and December 31, 1995 at the ION-SOLCA, a specialized tertiary care hospital in Guayaquil, Ecuador, were studied. The duration of the patients' diagnostic process was compared to that of other patients with solid organ tumors (1 control per NSCLC patient). Retrospective study of health care services to measure the duration of each stage of the diagnostic process for cancer patients at the ION-SOLCA. The main variable was the duration of the diagnostic process. The duration of each phase of the process was also recorded. Results are given as means ( standard deviations, with standard errors between parentheses). The overall duration of the diagnostic process for all solid organ tumors (lung and others) at the ION-SOLCA was 54.5 days 62.3 (7.6). No differences were detected between the duration of diagnosis for lung and other tumors. The durations of the different phases of diagnosis were as follows: from the first pre-admission contact with the hospital until a visit with a specialist, 12.5 days 11.4 (1.4); from the visit with a specialist until a diagnostic procedure, 33.3 days 57 (7); and from the diagnostic procedure until the pathological diagnosis, 8.7 days 6.9 (0.8). Outpatient evaluation is an inefficient, slow and potentially dangerous process in cases in which the probability of a cancer diagnosis is high. A more interventionist process involving hospital admission may accelerate diagnosis in such cases.